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This issue contains three engaging articles that explore topics in higher education from three different angles: curriculum, organizational theory, and administration. Christian Anderson and Kirk Diehl, in An Analysis of Deep Springs College, explore the curriculum of a unique two-year liberal arts college for men, which is situated in a remote parcel of land in the Sierra Mountains of California. Michelle Stine's work, Exploring Information Technology, challenges the reader to consider how an institutional unit, in this case Information Technology, influences organizational dynamics. Marcus Lingenfelter's piece, Presidential Search Consultants in Higher Education: A Review of the Literature, delves into research on presidential searches to examine how an external group such as search consultants influences the selection of an institution's chief administrator. We hope that HER provides readers the opportunity to consider literature and issues in higher education that may be new to them. As stated earlier, HER affords all of us involved in its development a window on the publication process and we hope that the journal provides readers a window on what some of Penn State's students are considering as they explore topics in the study of higher education.



Radhika Prabhu and Victor Arcelus Editor and Associate Editor Higher Education in Review



An Analysis of Deep Springs College Christian K. Anderson and Kirk A. Diehl Abstract Deep Springs College, a two-year, all-male college that is also a working ranch situated in an isolated mountain valley in California is a unique educational experiment. It was founded in 1917 as a place to develop future leaders dedicated to service through its "three pillars" of academics, labor, and self-governance. This paper describes Deep Springs College, providing a brief overview of its unique nature and status in the world of academe, and offering possible explanations for the college's ability to endure when so many similar experimental colleges have failed. It examines whether the college lives up to the aims of the founder, L.L. Nunn. A model of curriculum, designed by Stark and Lattuca (1997), is used to describe the curriculum and environment at Deep Springs. Theoretical support for the Deep Springs approach is given. Recommendations for improving the curriculum at Deep Springs are provided and suggestions are provided to enable other institutions of higher education to learn from this unique college. Christian Anderson is aPh.D. candidate and graduate research assistant in the Higher Education Program at Penn State. Kirk Diehl is a staff member in the Athletics Department at Penn State and is seeking a master's degree in the Higher Education Program. This paper was originally written for Dr. Lisa Lattuca's course on curricula in higher education (Spring 2003). Correspondence regarding this submission should be sent to: Christian Anderson 400 Rackley Building University Park, PA 16802 (814) 863-0854 ckal 08@psu .edu
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Deep Springs College Deep Springs is a unique living and learning environment; a twoyear liberal arts college for men isolated high in the Sierra Mountains of California. It was founded in 1917 by L.L. Nunn to foster leadership among its students based upon "three pillars" of academics, labor, and self-governance. He considered these pillars as a means to studying oneself and one's community in preparing the college's students for a life of service and to foster the growth of the whole person.



assignments, and self-governance all interrelate in such a way that no single characteristic can be examined in isolation from the other. The distinctive college is becoming an endangered species in the family of institutions of higher education. Morphew (2002) notes that, "several distinct institutional types (e.g., men's colleges and private two-year colleges) have become nearly extinct as colleges have changed or expanded their missions" (p. 209). It does not escape our notice that Deep Springs fits into both categories named by Morphew. Deep Springs is currently one of only four all-male, non-military colleges in the country (The other all-male colleges are Hampden-Sydney, Morehouse, and Wabash). Deep Springs is a working ranch with cattle, other livestock, and crops. All students must work an assignment on the ranch or in the college as part of their educational experience. Self-governance by the students was incorporated into the college's structure by Nunn as a way to foster leadership skills. Each member of the college community is expected to contribute to its administration and students take part in all aspects of governance including curriculum decisions, faculty selection, student admissions, work assignments and other administrative matters. Even the academic aspects, which might seem similar to other colleges, are unique. Only 13 students are admitted each year and classes usually have only four or five students. Courses are held year-round in longer semester-like terms and short summer terms. The only required courses are composition and public speaking.



Figure 1. Isolation of Deep Springs College Campus. Photo by Christian Anderson, used with permission. This paper offers insight into the unique curriculum of Deep Springs College, a singularly unique institution. An analysis of the curriculum is difficult without an understanding of the larger community. The curriculum itself is interesting for its eclectic and unstructured nature and small class sizes. However, what makes the curriculum truly unique is that many of the courses are designed by students in conjunction with faculty, that the faculty who teach them are selected by the students, and that these classes take place on a working ranch in an isolated desert location. The curriculum, labor 10
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According to a Deep Springs student statement ("History & Purposes," Deep Springs Web site, 2003), the three pillars meld together to create a vibrant learning experience. This statement reads, We engage in academics not merely to learn, but to learn how to learn, to hone our intellects, to learn intellectual humility from each other. We undertake labor not merely to accomplish specific tasks, but to learn how to work, to instill in ourselves dedication and self-discipline, to be reminded that lofty ideals can only be realized through concrete efforts. We participate in self-governance not merely to rule ourselves, but to learn how to govern both ourselves and others, to understand democracy and compromise, CHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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to become more responsible by taking on more responsibility. Furthermore, we fulfill these pillars in order to find the innate beauty in learning, in laboring and in leading... Finally, at the end of our time here, we turn outwards from Deep Springs towards to-the world at large, prepared to take our places in it.



Nunn took over mining operations in Telluride and built the world's first alternating current power plant. He formed a partnership in Pittsburgh with Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse, expanded his ventures and went on to build more power plants in the United States and abroad, amassing a fortune in the process.



This paper describes the unique structure and status of Deep Springs College; reasons for this experimental college's endurance are explored; and an evaluation of the aims of Deep Springs College is offered. Theories relevant to the approach employed by Deep Springs are used in this analysis. For example, Mentkowski's (2000) theory that a curriculum should foster "learning that lasts" is useful for understanding the goals of Deep Springs. The joint report by the American Association for Higher Education, American College Personnel Association, and National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (1998), Powerful partnerships: A shared responsibility for learning, demonstrates learning activities that should be employed for a successful curriculum and is also utilized in this analysis of the curriculum at Deep Springs.



Nunn had a keen interest in education and felt the engineers and workers employed in his companies should be "whole men," educated in more than just their craft or profession. At first, he focused on technical training and "in 1904 he built a library and classroom building as part of the facilities at his Olmsted plant near Provo, Utah" (Newell, 1982, p. 121). He shifted his focus from training to education and in 1911 "formed the Telluride Institute to recognize formally the educational dimension of his company" (Newell, 1982, p. 121). At one point he attempted to build a college within a college at Cornell University and the still functioning Telluride House there remains a Nunn legacy_(a gift of Nunn to Cornell). These early educational experiments helped shape Nunn's educational philosophy.



History of Deep Springs To understand the curriculum of Deep Springs it is important to know something of its history, and this college's history is intimately tied to the story of its founder, Lucien L. Nunn. L.L. Nunn studied law at Harvard University and in Germany before moving to Colorado. In 1881, he moved to Telluride with little more than what he carried on his back. After working odd jobs, he built Telluride's first bathtub and rented it out to local miners. He then began to buy property and to practice law. He purchased the San Miguel Basin Bank, the same bank where Butch Cassidy, the infamous Western outlaw, got his start in 1889. After Cassidy and his gang made off with $35,000, Nunn mounted his swift horse and made chase. Although diminutive (he was called "barely five-foot Nunn" by students), he was daring and soon caught Cassidy who "promptly turned on Nunn and unhorsed him, stole his faster horse, and left him to be found by his men" (Newell, 2000). Nunn exemplified the ideal he espoused that leaders should be men of action, not merely commanders or observers. 12
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Nunn's interest in education grew from his concern over the future of leadership in American society and the future leadership of his own enterprises. He believed that traditional American colleges and universities were ill prepared to provide the training and background to students to make them great leaders. He saw the role of education as providing more than intellectual content but also instilling moral and ethical values of character, responsibility, and physical and spiritual growth. This could not be left to chance but required a "total environment" (Newell, 1982). Nunn abandoned his project at Olmsted (his partners grew weary of this "waste" of company resources in education) and purchased a farm near Claremont, Virginia in 1916 "where he invited about a dozen able young men to pursue classical studies in a pastoral setting" (Newell, 1982, p. 121). The school barely had a chance for survival because the students were recruited away to World War I and were distracted by the activities available in nearby towns. Despite this struggle it provided an important experiment for Nunn. A year later, in 1917, he started Deep Springs College on 35,000 acres he acquired in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California. The CHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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location met his requirements of isolation (Big Pine, California was 28 miles away), which would allow students to learn self-sufficiency and self-government. Nunn utilized workers from his power plant at Niagara Falls to help build a ranch in the isolated Deep Springs Valley. He hired faculty and recruited 20 students to attend his new college and work the ranch. Nunn said these students should "taste the fatigue of hard labor and so earn the rest for mental pursuits" (Newell, 1982, p. 122). Before his death Nunn left a trust to endow the college, Telluride House at Cornell, and the Telluride Institute. He was an engineer, lawyer, and entrepreneur who believed the best preparation for life and a career was a liberal education and that colleges should train leaders. The creation of Deep Springs College was his way of bringing this philosophy to life. In a letter to the students (February 17, 1923; quoted in Newell, 1982), he explained the purpose of the college: "You came to prepare for a life of service, with the understanding that superior ability and generous purpose would be expected of you, and this expectation must be justified." The Three Pillars Nunn articulated his philosophy of education as "three pillars"—academics, labor, and self-governance—supporting the "whole man." The first, "academics," entails the pursuit of a liberal education and gaining knowledge for knowledge sake. The pillar of labor is based on the idea that every member of the community plays a crucial supporting role in sustaining the educational and physical environment. According to these pillars, each student must also take part in the college's governance by participating on committees and contributing to a democratic community. These three ideals continue to guide Deep Springs College today. The Academic Plan at Deep Springs This paper relies on an understanding of the curriculum from the model of the curriculum and its environment by Stark and Lattuca (1997), who describe the curriculum as an academic plan which is affected by internal and external influences. The categories and 14
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subcategories in this section ("Academic Plan") and the next ("The Environmental Context") are based on the elements of the model from Shaping the College Curriculum: Academic Plans in Action (Stark & Lattuca, 1997). The model in Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of this model and how the various aspects of the model interact. An evaluation of Deep Springs is provided within the framework of this model. Academic Plan and the Educational



Environment



Presently, there are only a few private two-year schools remaining and the number of all-male schools, as noted earlier, is dwindling. Deep Springs College's curriculum is unique in American higher education. Some schools (Prescott College in Arizona and Warren Wilson College in North Carolina, for example) also believe that manual labor and a physically challenging curriculum and experience can serve as an effective means for developing teamwork and leadership. Other schools exist which have reduced the size of the learning environment to an intimate scale and still others are rigorous in the admissions process or in granting full scholarships. However, Deep Springs is unique "because it combines all these elements" (Newell, 1993, pp. 37-38) of manual labor, physical challenges, a close-knit learning community, and because is has survived nearly nine decades. Purpose. The purpose of Deep Springs College is similar to other colleges and universities: to produce citizens who will make a difference in society. However, their methods for fulfilling this purpose are quite different: Deep Springs students "withdraw from the world for a time, to learn how to serve society in the future" (Smallwood, 2002, p. 2). Nunn's vision for Deep Springs was that it would create leaders for a democratic society. Ehrlich (1997) has noted that learning communities such as Deep Springs are vital to the nation's health. He states: We must recognize that a learning community means one in which no one single member of the community knows everything, in which every member can contribute something, in which there is a CHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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clear vision of a better future combined with a healthy skepticism about the abilities of anyone to know all the answers—whatever the questions (p. 260). The 26 students at Deep Springs College live these principles on a daily basis. They attend morning classes, which are devoted to the liberal arts and sciences. The lessons learned through labor are integrated into course work just as the principles taught in the classroom can be applied to daily chores. Many students have to start their daily jobs of milking cows, feeding the animals, and preparing for breakfast before starting their classes. Afternoons are spent repairing the campus or working over the acres of the ranch. It is here that the students develop their group responsibilities and realize the importance of working with others. This type of learning, taking place inside and outside the classroom, is an important way to create "learning that lasts," as Mentkowski (2000) puts it. Mentkowski argues that learning experiences should be integrated, interactive, and multidimensional to make a lasting impression on the student which is how the three pillars are intended to work. The final principle of self-governance (Deep Springs Web site, 2003) begins with the election of three major student offices: a student trustee, who is a voting member of the Board of Trustees, a labor commissioner who bears the responsibility of assigning the student work loads, and a student president who is the liaison between the dean and the students. It is this part of the mission - governance by and for the students - that makes Deep Springs unique in terms of its structure. The students are expected to handle the responsibilities of developing the rules and living with the consequences if the rules are not followed. Powerful Partnerships (1998) emphasizes the need for collaborative learning. This statement argues that "learning is an active search for meaning by the learner—constructing knowledge rather than passively receiving it, shaping as well as being shaped by experiences" (Principle 3). The students obtain and share their knowledge not just in the classroom but in social activities as well. When two students are working on repairing a retaining fence to keep the cattle in the 16
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range, they might find themselves discussing a subject from their morning class. Conversely, the next morning they may be able to bring a problem they encountered on the range into class, sharing different ideas for all to discuss. Content. The second aspect, and the one most closely connected to purpose in the educational environment, is the curricular content at Deep Springs. For the most part, the curriculum has no direct relationship to agriculture or business, although the ranch does act as a natural environment for observation, analysis, and experimentation. As with traditional colleges, classes include reading and research assignments, discussions, papers, and a graded outcome. However, most of the learning tends to take place in informal discussions outside the classroom. There are only two required courses, freshman composition and public speaking. The incoming cohort of 13 students take freshman composition upon arrival and all 26 students take public speaking each term. The public speaking course is specifically required by the school's charter and meets once weekly. Each student can expect to give at least 20 speeches during his Deep Springs experience (Deep Springs Academic Handbook, 2003), the rationale being that the ability to speak well is paramount to good leadership. Some courses such as French, calculus, introduction to philosophy, and Shakespeare may seem similar to courses available at traditional institutions. Other courses are more unique. Oftentimes these courses take advantage of the unique surroundings of the college. For example, courses taught in the past two years include "Landscape and Installation Art" which culminated in the installation of a large work, known as the "Tortilla," in Deep Springs Valley and "The Ecopolitics of Grazing in the American West," an "interdisciplinary course on the biology, ecology, history, and politics of grazing in the West, with particular reference to Deep Springs' own allotment of public grazing land." A visiting photographer taught, "Now/Here: Seeing & Photographing the Desert," a course using digital photography of the surroundings and the class culminated in the students' production of art books (Academic Handbook, 2003).
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Sometimes the content of the courses at Deep Springs is vital to the everyday life of the campus. For instance, a six-student chemistry class studied solar energy theory by building a solar heater, which now operates the heating unit for the cow barn. The students' understanding of the effects of solar energy and how to harness it now has a positive, lasting, tangible effect. It is this type of learning that allows the students to realize that what they learn can be applied and will have an impact on their environment. An example like this allows one to see how learning can take place informally and incidentally {Powerful Partnerships, Principle 5). Learning goes beyond the classroom and extends into the environment. The students become involved with others in a working community, and experience both success and failure as a result of their immersion in complex situations. The faculty at Deep Springs want the students to recognize that failure is not something that has to be viewed as entirely negative, but as a learning experience that is part of the human experience. As one alumnus put it, "It's one thing to receive a demerit from the headmaster if you do something wrong. It is a totally different matter when one of your peers complains to you because you couldn't figure out a way to fix the hot water heater" (Leff, 1979, p.23). In fact, you are not considered a "Deep Springer" until you have made one major, visible error. Sacrifice also plays an important role in the course content. There is no everyday contact with the "outside" world. There is no television or radio reception and telephone services do not always work. Socializing with women, although not explicitly addressed, is frowned upon. No alcohol may be consumed while the semester is in session, and the only Internet connection is a slow modem (and upgrades are difficult due to the ranch's remoteness). Nunn believed that in conventional college life students went to town or drank to escape "real issues," and he wanted his students to be able to stay connected to the issues and find ways to solve the issues rather than escape them (Murphy, 2001). Sequence. Other than freshmen composition and public speaking, there are no required courses. Similarly, there are no prerequisites
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to the courses offered. The collection of courses at Deep Springs is eclectic and non-sequential which gives students an unusual amount of freedom and flexibility in their curricular choices. Learners. Students hail from around the U.S. and the world. Nunn believed that students should come from all walks of life and are admitted on the "promise of leadership" (Townsend, Newell, & Wiese, 1992, p. 21). They represent a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds but often come from privileged families. The learners are recent high school graduates, generally bound for a top American college or university (Newell, 1993) Diversity has historically been a point of concern for Deep Springs but has improved in recent years. The lack of representation of minority groups and students from foreign countries had been worrisome to outside observers and alumni. However, in recent years the diversity of the student body—while still all-male—has grown and has included students from a variety of countries including France, India, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, and Russia (Newell, 2001) The average Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) score is 1490 (out of 1600) and only 13 are accepted each year out of several hundred applicants, making Deep Springs one of the most selective_colleges in the United States. Long-form essays are considered along with SAT scores in the application process and an applicant must visit the campus to be considered for admission (Smallwood, 2002). Nunn's overall definition of the type of student he was seeking was one who was "superior." The student would demonstrate the ability to master difficult concepts and exhibit a capacity to grow intellectually and socially. Nunn held that these superior youths were entitled to specialized training provided that they translate this experience into meaningful service after leaving Deep Springs (Aird, 1981; Newell, 1993). Instructional Processes. Acquisition of knowledge is treated as a group endeavor at Deep Springs. The students acquire knowledge through activities and practice. They implement what they learn in the classroom and carry it with them afterwards. Knowledge is also shared from practical experiences during the student's service hours CHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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and brought into the classroom. The students share their knowledge mutually with the hopes of benefiting from other's experiences. Students and teachers share the workload of the college in addition to talking about coursework and other items outside the classroom. Students are not only expected to do their work well but also develop new ways of dealing with a specific task (Newell, 1993; Smallwood, 2002). The way in which learning takes places is similar to the process described in Powerful Partnerships, which argues that learning should take place informally and incidentally. It goes beyond the realm of explicit teaching that takes place in the classroom. This is evident at Deep Springs because of the casual contact that occurs among the faculty and the students. At most colleges, students come into contact with teachers mainly in a structured classroom that is controlled by the instructor. This means that a teacher's life outside the classroom goes unmonitored by the students. At Deep Springs, all faculty, administration, and student dormitories are all situated close together around a small circle. Thus, a student can easily see to what extent a teacher's life is consistent with the ideals and philosophies he or she communicates in the classroom or other teaching environment (Lemons, 1981). In the acquisition learning environment, the teacher is seen as a facilitator or provider of the information. Among the various teaching methods employed, "the Socratic method prevails" (Newell, 1982, p. 123). In the participation learning environment the teacher is seen as an expert participant (Sfard, 1998). Teachers at traditional colleges tend to be viewed by students as role models. However, these views tend to be incomplete or artificial to the extent that the students do not see their teacher's applied knowledge in their everyday life. When they see how professional adults conduct their everyday lives, the students are gaining a significant experience that is unobtainable from the classroom and textbooks. Instructional Resources. The college, though small in numbers of students, has a wealth of resources considering its overall size. Specifically for instruction, the college has two classrooms, a small
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library, and one scientific laboratory. Other resources include a meal hall, dormitory, houses for faculty, all of the facilities one would expect to find on a working ranch (a dairy, barns, stables), and over 35,000 acres of land surrounded by the natural environment of the High Sierra Mountains (Newell, 1982, p. 123). However, the campus is aging and is not without its challenges as these resources require regular upkeep. For example, in the past the aging boiler system that provides heat to the buildings no longer had replaceable parts so students devised ingenious ways to keep it running (Schuman, 1981). Evaluation. Deep Springs has a culture of evaluation. As in any institution of learning, the faculty assess and evaluate student learning (although there is not a strong emphasis on grades). Students claim their motivation is learning and that to focus simply on grades would be beneath them. Students evaluate faculty, but these evaluations carry more weight at Deep Springs than at most institutions (Newell, 1993; Smallwood, 2002). A student committee interviews and selects potential shortterm and long-term faculty members. Because there is no tenure at Deep Springs (no appointment may last longer than six years) students may dismiss faculty. The president, dean, and faculty have input into these processes and the president has the power to veto decisions made by the students but uses that power very judiciously. We discuss the process of evaluation employed at Deep Springs in more depth in the environmental context later in the paper. The Environment Context External



Influences



One of Nunn's goals was to isolate Deep Springs students from society and the outside world. It was not his intention to create a longterm enclave for students and faculty to remove themselves permanently from the world, but to offer a place to gain perspective on the world. Nonetheless, Deep Springs is affected to some degree by external influences. Because the college charges no tuition or room and board, it relies on donations for survival. The original endowment began to dwindle by the early 1990s and some of the facilities CHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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were deteriorating beyond repair. Deep Springs began an aggressive capital campaign to revitalize the endowment. As a result, the college was able to build a new dormitory and central building which houses the library, a classroom, meeting space, and offices (Newell, 2000). The college also must interact with the government. In addition to the ways any college might cooperate with government regulations or policies, Deep Springs is in an unusual situation because of its relationship with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the United States Forest Service. All of the land in Deep Springs Valley that is not owned by the college is controlled by the BLM, necessitating a relationship between the two entities. The College must negotiate with the Forest Service, as well as with environmental groups and other ranchers, over summer grazing rights in the mountains. This confluence of contradicting interests provides a wealth of topics for students to address in debates and public speaking opportunities and for faculty to discuss issues related to environmentalism and negotiation.



the trustees but for the most part they rely on the president who has, in turn, entrusted this power to the students. The students take these responsibilities seriously. They state that, Our careful consideration of all college issues and decisions to act upon them demonstrate a willingness to run the college and all of its workings as best we can. Successfully being an education of, by, and for the students means it's critically important that we earnestly engage in self-governance, of both the SB [student body] and the college, to the best of our capabilities.. .Self-governance teaches us responsibility and maturity in our decisions and actions. ("Governance," f 3 &4) The student body gathers every Friday night in an open and democratic meeting where no topic is off-limits. Other committees—admissions, curriculum, communications—meet throughout the week to handle specific aspects of the administration of the campus (Doherty, 1995) . Internal



Organizational



Influences



The governance of Deep Springs is unusual among institutions of higher education. With students at the center of the governance structure, decision making is viewed differently than at other institutions. A student statement on self-governance explains that: Self-governance teaches us the benefits and limitations of a democratic process. There are times when an issue can be properly discussed and thought out with 25 other people, and there are other times when the process and bureaucracy, despite their minimalism and simplicity, can frustrate everybody ("Governance," Deep Springs Web site, J 1). For the students, these powers "are diverse and far-reaching" ("Governance" 5 2). Students are empowered to govern their own members, make rooming assignments in the dormitory, enforce the isolation policy, arrange for repair of equipment and vehicles, and take on the weighty issues of faculty hiring and student admissions decisions. The power to hire and fire faculty technically rests with 22
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Influences



Faculty play an important role at the college beyond their duties in the classroom. Faculty can set the tone for the learning environment and can serve as role models—either positively or negatively. Deep Springs employs three "long-term" faculty who stay at the college no more than six years and several visiting or short-term faculty. The long-term faculty represent the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. Short-term and visiting faculty may hail from any number of disciplines and may stay for varying periods. Some stay an academic year, others for a semester, and others for a matter of weeks. Through this process of bringing in short-term faculty members, students are exposed to a wide variety of teaching styles, subject matter, and faculty with a wide variety of permanent institutional affiliation. This can be beneficial to students in terms of breadth of subject matter and diversity of learning. It also means that faculty have a limited influence on the college's culture and that influence of specific academic disciplines may be quite limited.
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Educational



Process



As previously described, the learning environment at Deep Springs is intense and engaging. Student learning takes place in small classes, usually consisting of three to six students. The only "large" classes are freshman composition, consisting of the entire incoming class of 13 and public speaking for which all 26 students enroll every semester. Learning takes place both inside and outside of the classroom. Connections are often made between the content of a course and the labor or governance issues that arise. Newell (1982) explains how this works. He writes: A classical philosophical work and a morning's manual labor may join in the student's mind toward a single understanding. If Arthur Chickering and other authorities on college-student psychology are correct in concluding that learning increases as the link between theory and experience become closer, then Deep Springs is an important experiment and model (p. 127). Educational Outcomes and Evaluation and Adjustment The process of evaluation is an ongoing one at Deep Springs as members of the college community constantly asks themselves if they are living up to the mission and vision of its founder, L.L. Nunn. In this section the evaluation process of Deep Springs will be examined and with the goal of understanding the level of consistency with Nunn's original intentions. The college has undergone three large-scale evaluations in the past 25 years. In 1980, L. Jackson Newell, a former student and faculty member (and later a trustee and currently president) undertook a survey of all 600 alumni to evaluate their experiences at Deep Springs. This study was replicated, in part, in 1991 by two students and again in 1998 by Jack Murphy, dean of the college. The effectiveness of the curriculum at Deep Springs can be evaluated by looking at the educational and professional careers of its alumni. Statistics are available from the three studies mentioned above. The return rate on each survey was high: in 1980 it was over two-thirds and in 1991 and 1998 it was over one-half (264 of 529 24
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alumni in 1998). These impressive response rates alone suggest that the alumni feel strongly about their Deep Springs experience. Based on the most recent survey (Murphy, 2001), of the alumni who responded, two-thirds of them earned a graduate degree, and more than half of the alumni have earned a doctorate. Science was the most common field of study for the graduate degrees, with humanities and social sciences following second and third. Interestingly, the alumni reported that the courses at Deep Springs most valuable to them were the courses in the humanities, yet forty percent of the alumni hold their graduate and doctorate degrees in the sciences. Although virtually every student from Deep Springs continues his education at a prestigious institution (Stanford, Harvard, and MIT, to name a few), this is not the sole measure of success (Newell, 1982). Rather, the relationships, leadership skills, and character traits that each student develops during his time at Deep Springs are what seem to matter most to the institution. Almost all of the alumni who responded to these surveys ranked the "three pillars" of Deep Springs highly, noting that the guidelines and philosophies of these pillars were helpful in their personal lives. On a scale where the highest rank was seven, academics rated a 5.9, labor rated 6.1, and self government a 5.7. Alumni also gave an average score of 5.8 as to whether the fundamental mission of preparing a young man's life for leadership and service met their goals. As far as community service goes, it was surprising to Dean Murphy that only fifty percent participate in non-profit public service. He thought that this number would be higher. However, many alumni thought that their jobs were in fact a positive way to engage in public service. Based on these surveys of alumni, the members of the Board of Trustees concluded that the college was still able to fulfill Nunn's original mission. The high survey response rate of fifty percent and the high rating of the college's mission success of 5.8 out of 7, suggest that alumni have a strong and positive feeling about how well Deep Springs prepared them for their future careers. However, after studying various different ways of collecting data, Deep Springs should conduct another survey, but narrow its focus. Possible sugCHRISTIAN ANDERSON & KIRK DIEHL
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gestions would include a closer look at the background of each of the alumni: their geographical location, their family's educational backgrounds, and how much education they had before entering Deep Springs. The world was a different place a century ago when Nunn conceived of and created his new educational instruction for select young men. The very culture from which the students have come has changed and will continue to change. The mission of the college has survived the progressive optimism of the early twentieth century, the depression that followed, and the civil rights movement that swept across the country (Newell, 1981, p. 133). However, it is important for the trustees and alumni to continue to search to see if the educational background of Deep Springs and its unique educational program is as applicable as it should be to meet the changing demands of the twenty-first century. Why has it endured where others have failed? Deep Springs seems to have every reason to have failed. It is a one-of-a-kind operation in self-imposed exile from the world with a small student body entrusted with great responsibilities beyond those of other college students. It has a limited pool of alumni to draw upon for financial support and has limited exposure to other donors. Nonetheless, Deep Springs continues to survive and thrive. What's more, it is operating virtually the same as it did 86 years ago when it was founded. Perhaps it is the combination of these unique characteristics that enables Deep Springs College to survive. Students have deep affection and commitment to Deep Springs, likely because it demanded a great deal from them. Nunn "expected commitment not only to a strenuous life, but also to an idea. While providing unusual opportunity, he also demanded unusual sacrifice" (Newell, 1982, p. 122). Deep Springs may endure because it stands out as an example of what an institution of higher education can or should be: a learning environment focused on the student. Townsend, Newell, and Wiese (1992) note that: A break with tradition is never simple. Distinctive colleges and universities are not easily launched, relaunched, or kept under 26
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sail. New schools with distinctive philosophies most frequently are founded when existing institutions fall noticeably short of meeting societal, community, or individual needs (p. 15). So it was with Nunn and his Deep Springs. He felt that colleges were not preparing leaders but rote technicians. He was worried about the college's future. Shortly before his death in 1925 he wrote: By this work of donation, or distribution, my character, —or, as 1 prefer to call it, my spiritual being, —has been formed, and the purpose of Deep Springs has gradually expanded and taken conscious form. I am about to go hence, and all indications are strong that Deep Springs will die with me, and the most humiliating thought is that it may die before I do (quoted in Baily, 1933,p. 13). And yet Nunn's legacy lives on. The commitment of Deep Springs' students and alumni, supported by the faculty, administration, and trustees seem to propel Nunn's legacy forward. Deep Springs College faced a dire financial crisis by the mid-1990s with an ailing and crumbling infrastructure. It seemed the College faced its final days. Now, 10 years later, the College is again rejuvenated after a healthy $10 million capital campaign under the college's president, L. Jackson Newell. If Deep Springs College, or an institution like it, had no place in the higher education landscape, alumni and other benefactors would not have made such a fundraising effort possible. Conclusions In this paper we have described Deep Springs College, looking at its curriculum within the framework of Stark and Lattuca's model, and we have asked why this experimental college has survived while other experiments have failed, and we examined whether the college is fulfilling the original vision and mission outlined by its founder, L.L. Nunn. At Deep Springs, leadership is enhanced by thoughtful self-awareness and intellectual independence, but it also expects an inspired shared vision of the common welfare and cooperative interests of all involved. Deep Springs attracts high-achieving individualists because of its program and location but these students must adjust
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to an intensely cooperative community. As Tierney (1991) explains, "the best preparation for democratic participation is to participate in democracy" (p.48). The college offers a great opportunity for those students who have demonstrated high levels of inquiry and self-motivation. Alternatively, the small size of the school and the closed nature of the community leave it susceptible to intellectual fads among students and shared ideologies among the faculty and staff. It is because of this that Deep Springs can move in one direction or the other very quickly because of the small numbers and the characteristics of those involved. Given today's society and the rapid technological changes in recent years, some may wonder if a college that is so remotely located and disengaged from the world can adequately prepare students for living in the twenty-first century. Many alumni believe it can and should. They still believe that books and conversation are still the chief stimuli of intellectual activity (Newell, 1982).



multifaceted world with ever-changing challenges. He felt that colleges and universities should prepare leaders of integrity and moral courage and that this was best accomplished when students are given real responsibilities and power. The Deep Springs model is not easily replicated in toto for obvious reasons but aspects of its experience should be evaluated and adopted by other institutions of higher education. Students should be given a real voice when it comes to curricular matters, governance, and choosing faculty. Ultimately, their college experience depends on the curriculum of their institution, how the institution is governed (and the values they learn from the institution's values), and the interaction they have with faculty members. Although the livinglearning community at Deep Springs is more intense than it could be (or even perhaps needs to be) at most institutions, it is clear that this type of environment has a profound effect on the learner. Academic leaders should examine these lessons from Deep Springs and find ways to meaningfully adapt them at their institution.



However, most alumni agree that Deep Springs should consider changes that would prepare the students to deal more directly with social and technological issues that emerge in society. They fear that students who spend two years away from society's mainstream may cause students to disassociate from society rather than gaining a different perspective on society. For instance, while international diversity has increased it is not apparent that American minorities are well represented at Deep Springs. Likewise, they feel the all-male policy needs to be examined and possibly changed. Given Nunn's demands that Deep Springs develop contemporary leaders, the college should recognize that women are just as likely to be an impacting leader as men. Application to American Higher



Education



The legacy of L.L. Nunn is more than the physical existence of Deep Springs College and the Telluride House but rather the ideas they represent. Nunn was an engineer and lawyer who felt that professionals should not be narrowly trained in a specific field but should be educated broadly in the liberal arts, prepared to face a 28
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Appendix 2 Academic Plan. From Stark, J. S. & LatuccaE- R. Shaping the College Curriculum—Academic Plans in Action © 1997, by Pearson Education. Reprint by permission of the publisher.
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Presidential Search Consultants in Higher Education: A Review of the Literature Marcus Lingenfelter Abstract The American Council on Education (ACE) study on the academic presidency reported that half of four-year college and university presidential searches finalized in 2001 utilized the services of an executive search consultant (Corrigan, 2002). This figure is up from 16 percent for searches conducted prior to 1985 (Ross & Green, 2000; Corrigan, 2002), and represents a continued expansion of the executive search consultant's role in higher education—specifically with regards to presidential searches. Although an estimated annual expense of more than $30 million is no insignificant sum, the cost of a consultant is far less than that of a failed search or a bad selection. An appointment resulting in a poor fit between the president and the institution could result in a short presidential tenure and require a repeat of the process within a few years. The literature reviewed herein is focused on how presidents are selected, and specifically on the involvement of presidential search consultants in the process. This socially significant process conducted more than 300 times a year is an important area of research requiring a greater understanding for the benefit of higher education practitioners and researchers alike.
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